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LATE CLASSICAL AND 

HELLENISTIC FURNITURE 

AND FURNISHINGS IN 

THE EPIGRAPHICAL 

RECORD 

ABSTRACT 

This article reviews the epigraphical evidence for furniture and furnishings 
from Late Classical and Hellenistic Greece, with particular attention to the 

furniture recorded in the treasure lists of Greek sanctuaries, and in the inscrip 
tions recording loans, mortgages, and other commercial transactions involving 

property, between the late 4th and 1st centuries b.c. The principal goals of 

the study are to collect the types of furniture and furnishings mentioned in 

the inscriptions; to examine the vocabulary used to describe them and, where 

possible, to determine their value; and to discuss the purpose and significance 
of the furniture found in ancient Greek sanctuaries, whether used for display, 

storage, 
or as mobilier du culte. 

The present study is a supplement to my survey of the archaeological 
evidence for furniture and furnishings in Late Classical and Hellenistic 

Greece, published earlier in this volume o? Hesperia} That article, which 

focused on the remains of furniture recovered in excavations, showed that 

a great deal can be learned from a careful examination of the archaeologi 
cal evidence, but it also revealed that the quantity of excavated material is 

relatively small, and that the majority of it comes from Macedonian funerary 
contexts. The epigraphical evidence, which forms the basis for the pres 
ent study, helps to fill out this picture and provides valuable information 

about furniture and furnishings unattested in the archaeological record. 

The two studies work together to fill a gap in our current understanding 
of the multiple functions of furniture in the ancient Greek world, from 

domestic accoutrements to sacred dedications. 

1. Andrianou 2006. Both studies 

draw upon my doctoral thesis on furni 

ture and furnishings in Late Classical 

and Hellenistic Greece (Andrianou 
2003). I am 

grateful to the American 

School of Classical Studies at Athens 
for facilitating my research with a Jacob 

Hirsch Fellowship, 2003-2004, and 

to Miltiades B. Hatzopoulos, Argyro 

Tataki, and Sophia Zoumbaki (Na 
tional Hellenic Research Foundation) 

and Stephen Tracy (American School 
of Classical Studies at Athens) for 
various suggestions 

on an earlier ver 

sion of this study. I am also indebted 

to the two anonymous reviewers of 

Hesperia for their helpful 
comments 

and additional bibliography. All have 

helped 
me 

remedy omissions and errors 

in the translation and interpretation of 

the inscriptions. Translations of ancient 

sources are my own unless otherwise 

indicated. 

? The American School of Classical Studies at Athens 
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The purpose of this article is to present the evidence for furniture and 

furnishings found in the commercial inscriptions and sacred treasure lists 

of the Late Classical and Hellenistic periods.21 have three main goals: to 

review the types of furniture attested in the epigraphical record and the vo 

cabulary used to describe them; to determine the value of domestic furniture 

and furnishings in loan agreements, house purchases, and other transactions 

involving debt and credit; and to analyze the purpose and significance of 

furniture recorded in Late Classical and Hellenistic sanctuaries, whether 

used for storage, as mobilier du culte, or as objects intended for display. 
The discussion that follows rests chiefly upon inscriptions found in 

Attica, Delos, and Macedonia.3 From these areas, between the 4th and 1st 

centuries b.c., come most of the records of sales or leases of property, and 

most of the surviving inventories of furniture and other votive offerings 
dedicated in temples and sanctuaries. I have therefore chosen to concen 

trate on this large and well-published body of material, without, however, 

excluding evidence from other sites when it is available.4 

FURNITURE IN AUCTION, LOAN, AND 
MORTGAGE INSCRIPTIONS 

The earliest, and among the most extensive, epigraphical records of furni 

ture are the so-called Attic Stelai, the accounts of the confiscated property 
of Alcibiades and his followers, convicted of profaning the Eleusinian 

Mysteries and mutilating the Herms in 415 or 414 b.c.5 The Stelai record 

movable domestic objects and land in Attica, Euboia, Eretria,Thasos, Aby 

dos, and the Troad. Although these accounts fall outside the chronological 
limits of the present study, they provide valuable supplementary evidence 

for the names and prices of the furniture attested in other sources.6 Some 

2.1 use the term "furniture" in the 

prevailing modern sense of movable 

domestic objects, either useful or 

ornamental. Chairs, beds, tables, con 

tainers and shelves used for storage, 
basins and bathtubs, as well as 

grinders, 

troughs, 
mortars and pestles, and other 

objects used in working spaces of the 

house, all fall into the category of 

domestic furniture. The term "furnish 

ings" includes materials such as 
pillows, 

mattresses, and other bedding, which 

cover furniture in order to increase 

comfort; as well as curtains, valances, 

and paintings, which drape and 

decorate house interiors. 

3.1 have included the Macedonian 

evidence with that from central and 

southern Greece and the Aegean 
islands. Although this is not the place 
to argue the question of Macedonian 

ethnicity, the archaeological record 

demonstrates that the same types of 

furniture were used throughout the 

region of what is now modern Greece, 

and recent studies of the Macedonian 

language point in the same direction: 

see, e.g., Dubois 1995; Brixhe and 

Panayotou 1994; OCD\ pp. 905-906, 
s.v. Macedonian language (O. Masson). 

4. In preparing the present study I 

have relied on a 
thorough search of the 

epigraphical 
sources 

using the Packard 

Humanities Institute CD-ROM PHI 7 

(compilation 1991-1996) and SEG, 

together with the latest discussions of 

the temple inventories by Diane Harris 

(Athenian Acropolis), Tullia Linders 

(Artemis Brauronia), Sara Aleshire 

(Athenian Asklepieion), and Richard 
Hamilton (Delos). None of these 
authors focuses specifically 

on furniture, 

but their work is nevertheless extremely 

useful, since they provide updated lists 

of objects, 
new 

readings, and other 

corrections to the earlier literature. 

A selection of the evidence is cited in 

the notes; full appendices, with com 

plete lists of the furniture recorded in 

the inscriptions, will appear in my 

forthcoming book on ancient Greek 

furniture (in preparation). 
5. Agora XIX, p. 70, PI. Systematic 

discussions of the Stelai can be found 

in Pritchett 1953 and 1956, together 
with Amyx 1958. See also Lewis 1966. 

6. The prices 
are indicative of the 

value of the furniture only within the 

context of an auction taking place in 

5th-century Athens. They 
are 

certainly 
not to be compared with prices 

re 

corded in sales documents, and because 

of the "bargain basement" nature of the 

auction, they probably do not reflect 

actual values. Without evidence of a 

similar kind from elsewhere in Greece, 
we are unable to compare the value of 

furniture at different sites. 
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of the types of furniture mentioned in the sacred inventories of the 4th and 

3rd centuries b.c. are also found in the Attic Stelai, and for that reason the 

evidence they provide will be noted where appropriate. 
In Greece during the Late Classical and Hellenistic periods it was 

customary for a man who borrowed a large sum of money to pledge some 

property as security for the repayment of his loan. A number of inscriptions 

recording loans with sureties and deeds of sale (obvr|, ouvf|) have survived, 

particularly from the territories of Olynthos andTenos.7 Although houses 

(o?k?oci) themselves are explicitly mentioned in these documents, there is 

very little reference to specific types of furniture sold or rented together 
with the houses, and absolutely no reference to furniture transacted sepa 

rately. Nevertheless, the wording of these inscriptions is worth discussing 

briefly. 
The evidence from both Olynthos andTenos is grouped under Finley's 

category of rcpaoic ml A?oei, an extraordinarily complex term that involves 

interest payments and property put forth as security.8 It is a hybrid form of 

transaction that probably falls between sale and hypothecation, since the 

property that served as security could be bought back by the debtor. 

A surety consisting of "the whole property" (xe? o?k?ei ?Xei) is attested 

in a loan inscription of 352/1 b.c. from Olynthos.9 The value of the loan is 

4,500 drachmas. It is not clear what "the whole property" means, but two 

interpretations are possible: either the entire house (with all the separate 

rooms, including the work areas), or the house along with its furniture. The 

second possibility is very attractive, but cannot be proven. 
It would be interesting to know whether the price paid for these houses 

included the furniture, but there is no evidence on which to base an answer 

to the question one way or the other. Furthermore, the size of each house 

and its location within the city is unknown. The prices of the houses vary 

widely, and in many cases the reading of an inscription is disputed. In an 

inscription found in the area of the Villa of Good Fortune at Olynthos, for 

example, a certain Ainetos paid 400 drachmas for a house. The price for a 

house elsewhere in Chalkidike was 300 drachmas,10 another in Olynthos 

may have cost 203 drachmas,11 and yet another 4,000 drachmas.12 

More information about furniture can be found in a well-preserved 

inscription from Tenos, dated to around 300 B.c.13 This extensive docu 

ment records sales of land and houses, loans, and dowries, and shows that 

the value of houses was roughly the same in Delos, Tenos, and Athens 

at the beginning of the 3rd century. Forty-seven contracts in total are 

recorded, all dated to the time of the archon Ameinolas. Certain parts 
of the house are singled out in the contracts: the Oupoci, the jiex?copoc, 

7. Olynthos: Robinson 1928; 1931, 

pp. 42-53; 1934, pp. 124-130; 1938, 

pp. 47-56. Some of the inscriptions 
have been restudied by Hennig (1987), 

Hatzopoulos (1988, pp. 58-61), and 

recently by Giouni (1991, with earlier 

bibliography). Tenos: IG XII 5 872 and 

873; discussed in Tenos II, pp. 51-84. 

8. Finley 1952, pp. 31-37, and Har 

ris 1988 provide thorough discussions 

of the problems involved in this termi 

nology. The phrase attested in the horoi 

is TrercpauEvric or rc?7rpau?voD ?rci X?oei 

(Agora XIX, pp. 40-47, H84-H113). 
9. Olynthus II, p. 110; Hatzopoulos 

1988, pp. 58-59 (SEG XXXVIII 637). 
10. Wilhelm 1974, vol. 1, pp. 60-62, 

no. 8 (= SBWien 166 [1911], pp. 42 

44). The inscription is now believed 
to be from Arnaia, not Amphipolis 

(Hatzopoulos 1988, p. 59). 
11. Robinson 1928, pp. 227-230; 

SEG XXXVII 568,571. The reading 
of the price is disputed. The currency 

used is the drachma, not the stater. 

12. Olynthus 11, p. 101. 

13.7GXII 5 872. The inscription is 
discussed in Tenos II, pp. 51-84 (SEG 

XL 687). 
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and the Kepauo?. Especially in the contracts for rural houses a few more 

specific items, including furniture, are sometimes mentioned: TuGecov, ovo? 

??ixn?, ?au?gkoc, ti?Goi ?rcxa, oXuo? Kai Gupcov ?euyia; as well as more 

general formulas such as Kai x? a?Aa aKeun. or xa aKeurj ?aa ?axiv x?.c 

yec?pyia?. The phrase x? ?c?Aa aKeun probably refers to all the furniture, 
and in this context more specifically to the agricultural furniture and tools 

(mortars, pithoi, etc.).14 
Another group of inscriptions are the ?poi, the large stone markers 

that indicated the nature of the lien on the property and warned third 

parties that the man who had pledged the property as security was not 

free to sell it or otherwise alienate it until the loan was repaid.15 Two opoi, 
one from Naxos and the other from Amorgos, mention furniture that was 

legally encumbered and not fully at the disposal of the proprietor. The 

Naxian inscription, dated around 300 b.c., states that the house secured 

1,000 drachmas of the dowry and the furnishings a further 500.16The text 

begins, "opo? of a house, including the roof and the furnishings (oKe?rj) in 

the house, put up in full as security (a710xiun.ua) to [-] for the dowry," 
but the following monetary allocation ignores the roof, possibly because it 

was considered part of the furnishings.17 The low figure of 500 drachmas 

for furniture and furnishings chimes with the auction prices recorded for 

plain furniture a century earlier in the Attic Stelai. The inscription from 

Amorgos, dated to the 3rd century b.c., lists among the encumbered prop 

erty land, a house, a garden, and erciKUp?iov ?v?%upov, an obscure phrase 
often translated as "recorded pledges."18 

Finley observes that "when we study land and credit in Athens, the 

normal link between the two all through the classical period, hypothecation, 
is an institution limited largely to men of property acting in non-economic 

capacities."19 For some citizens, however, this credit relationship was not 

available; in such cases a debtor might "pawn his pots and pans and his 

wife s jewelry [and his furniture and furnishings too, one might add] without 

destroying his ability to repay."20 In other words, "personal possessions are 

pawned and realty is hypothecated," depending on the type of transaction, 
the debt, and other unknown factors.21 

In any case, it is possible, as Finley notes, that "a creditor who accepts 
furniture as security for a debt, would normally insist on immediate posses 
sion."22 This might have been the reason why furniture is not often listed in 

such inscriptions. On the other hand, debtors could take advantage of the 

portability of furniture and furnishings: in Demosthenes' speech against 

Onetor, a house is put up as security and the debtor is accused of running 
off with the furniture (Dem. 30.28). Similarly Lysias, in his speech on the 

property of Aristophanes, tells the jury that "in all other cases where you 
have confiscated the property, not merely have you had no sale of furniture, 
but even the doors were torn away from the apartments; whereas we, as soon 

as the confiscation was declared and my sister had left the place, posted a 

guard in the deserted house, in order that neither door-timber nor utensils 

nor anything else might be lost" (Lys. 19.31).23 
The fragmentary evidence for domestic furnishings leaves open the 

questions of the role of property and the meaning of wealth in Late Clas 

14. For the meanings of the word 

ok?\>t|, see LSJ s.v. and below, n. 25. 

15. For a 
thorough discussion of 

opoi, see Fine 1951. 

16. IG XII suppl. 195, lines 6-8; 

Finley 1952, p. 163, no. 156. Here 

aice?n may include pots and pans as 

well as 
house-gear. 

17. Trans. Finley 1952, p. 51. From 

inscriptions of sanctuary leases it is 

known that tenants were to take with 

them the roof tiles (ic?pauo?) and 
the doors and door frames (9t>pa?, 

6\)pcouaxa): cf. Kent 1948. 

18. IG Xll 7 58, line 5; Finley 1952, 

p. 121, no. 8, and pp. 218-219, n. 81. 

19. Finley 1952, p. 87. 
20. Finley 1952, p. 56; cf. Ar. EccL 

753-755, cited by Finley 
on p. 87. 

21. Finley 1952, p. 55. 
22. Finley 1952, p. 72. 
23. Trans. W. R. M. Lamb, Cam 

bridge, Mass., 1930. 
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sical and Hellenistic Greece. As noted above, documents that record the 

sale prices of houses generally do not indicate whether the furniture was 

sold together with the building or whether it increased the selling price 

significantly. To understand the relationship between furniture and wealth, 
one must look to the ancient authors. 

Xenophon in the Memorabilia enumerates the conventional constitu 

ents of wealth: a house, a farm, slaves, cattle, and furniture (aice?n.) (Mem. 

2.4.2).24 The same author in Poroi writes that "when someone possesses 

enough furniture and furnishings (enuiXa) for his house, he would not buy 
more" (Por. 4.7).25 This statement has often been interpreted to mean that 

"furnishings are wealth as objects of use and display, not in the productive 
sense of capital goods."26 Similarly, Plutarch, when discussing what property 
should be sold off when cash must be raised, mentions the disposal of silver 

plates and other "unnecessary items" of precious metal (Mor. 828a).27 
One cannot generalize from these statements, however, since it is not 

clear, first, how much movable property even the wealthiest possessed, 
and second, to what extent furniture was considered a domestic "luxury." 

There are references to inherited wealth in ancient texts: Demosthenes, 
for example, mentions some cups and a gold wreath as part of an ancestral 

inheritance (Dem. 53.9).28 In another passage, he lists "a house worth three 

thousand drachmae, furniture, plate, his mother's jewelry, apparel, and 

ornaments, worth in all ten thousand drachmae, and eighty more minae in 

silver kept in the house" (Dem. 27.10).29 In a more abstract manner, Lysias 
notes that "even people credited with long established wealth may fail to 

produce any [personal effects] that are of value: for at times, however much 

one may desire it, one cannot buy things of the sort that, once acquired, 
will be a permanent source of pleasure" (Lys. 19.30).30 

The archaeological evidence from the vast majority of excavated 

houses, on the other hand, indicates modestly furnished interiors with only 
the necessary amount of wooden furniture used in everyday life.31 Furniture 

24. Cf. also Isae. 11.43 (on inheri 

tance). 

25. The translation of the words 

GKE?ri and eninXa is difficult. I believe 
that in the context of the oikos the 

meaning is essentially the same and 

both terms refer to "movable house 

gear." The word oKeun may have more 

nuances when accompanied by certain 

adjectives (e.g., the yecopyiKa aKeun of 

the Tenos inscription, discussed above, 

pp. 563-564 and n. 13). The word 

EninXa is epigraphically 
uncommon: 

it is attested in an inscription from 

Larisa, dated to the 1st century a.d. 

(Arvanitopoulos 1910, pp. 354-361); 
and in IG II2 412, Une 12 (SEG XXXII 

81), of the 4th century b.c. In Xeno 

phon in particular, according 
to Gau 

thier, eninXa is to be translated as 

"utensils and provisions that are neces 

sary for house-life" (Gauthier 1976, 

p. 124). This translation is based on a 

long list of unlike objects grouped as 
eninXa by Xenophon in Oec. 9.6?8. 

An understanding of the nuances re 

quires 
a 

thorough examination of the 

texts, which I hope 
to present in a sepa 

rate study (in preparation). 
26. Finley 1952, p. 53. 
27. The items mentioned are ?K7i(i) 

uorcoc, rcapo\|/?8oci ?pyupa?, and Xeica 

vi?ai (all table utensils). Plutarch's 

treatise on 
borrowing is influenced by 

Plato, especially the Laws, and does 

not represent the practice of the time. 

In any case, it is evident that by the 

1st century a.d. 
people 

were 
collecting 

useless items for their tables, beds, and 

vehicles (Plut. Mor. 828b, 830e, 831f). 

28. ?K7i(?)|iaxa Kai ax??pavov %pu 

aouv a rcap' ?uoi ?K xcov Tcaxpqxov ovia 

?x?yxavev. 

29. Trans. A. T. Murray, Cambridge, 

Mass., 1939 (adapted), ?xi ?' o?K?av 

xpiaxiX?cov, minka ?? Kai eKTccouaxa 

Kai xpua?a Kai iu?xia, x?v K?auov 

xrj? unxp?c, ac^ia a?ujtavxa xaux' e?c 

ixupia? ?pa%u??, ?pyupiou ?' ev?ov 

?y?or|Kovxa uv?t?. 

30. Trans. W. R. M. Lamb, Cam 

bridge, Mass., 1930. akk' o??' oi 

n?Xai nXoxxjiox ?oko?vxe? eivai ac^ia 

^oyou e^oiev ?v ?cjeveyKe?v ?vioxe 

y?p o?k eoxiv, o??' ?av xi? rc?vu ?ni 

Ov\i% rcpiaaOai xoiauxa <a> Kxriaa 

uivcp ei? xov ?outov %povov fi?ovfiv 

?v Tcap?^oi. 

31. Andrianou 2006, pp. 258-261. 
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must have been portable and easily moved around, inside or outside the 

house, according to need. "Luxurious" furniture, such as the items exca 

vated in 4th-century Macedonian tombs, may not have been domestic but 

commissioned for the tomb alone, and thus closely connected with the 

funerary beliefs of the time. Furniture made of expensive materials, such as 

ivory, gold, and silver, has so far been found only in tombs in the northern 

part of the Greek world. Whether similar pieces of furniture decorated 

the domestic interiors of the upper classes can only be surmised, since no 

conclusive archaeological evidence has so far been discovered. 

FURNITURE IN TEMPLE INVENTORIES 

The richest epigraphical sources of evidence for furniture in antiquity 
are the inventories of treasures stored in Greek temples and sanctuaries. 

This body of material raises several important questions. What types of 

furniture are mentioned in the so-called treasure lists? Why would one 

choose to dedicate furniture in a sanctuary? Was the furniture actually used 

by the priests, and was this in fact one of the principal reasons for such a 

dedication (as in the case of modern Greek Orthodox churches, where the 

chairs, icons, and candle-holders used in the mass often bear the names 

of their dedicants)? 
These questions are not easily answered, in part because of the ab 

breviated format and variable state of preservation of the inscriptions that 

record sacred inventories. Furniture is sometimes specifically mentioned as 

part of a dedication, but more often it simply appears in a series of entries 

cataloguing cult equipment kept in storage. The names of the dedicants 

are rarely recorded or preserved: in most cases, only the objects are listed.32 

It is impossible to say whether or not all or part of the dedicated furniture 

was ever used in the sanctuary. I will return to this question below, when 

I discuss the purpose and significance of dedicated furniture in more 

detail. 

The most important surviving temple inventories are those from the 

Athenian Acropolis, the Sanctuary of Artemis Brauronia at Brauron, the 

Athenian Asklepieion, and a number of different sanctuaries and other 

buildings on the island of Delos.33 Although these inscriptions provide 
a wealth of vocabulary for furniture and other household objects, there 

nevertheless remain substantial problems with their use. In the first place, 
most of the inventories are neither systematic nor complete: it is not clear 

how many objects remained, for one reason or another, unrecorded or 

uninscribed, and the processes by which older offerings were disposed of 

or melted down for reuse are not well understood. In the second place, the 

32. In the case of the Athenian 

Asklepieion, Aleshire has to my mind 

successfully proven that the ?ypa?a or 

uninscribed objects, 
as well as those for 

which only the first name of the 
dedicant is recorded, are dedications by 

Athenian citizens, not slaves or metics 

(Aleshire 1992). According to Aleshire, 
such aypacpa "simply show that the 

dedicants lacked either the means or 

the inclination to record their names" 

(p. 89). Girard, on the other hand, 

proposed that they indicate dedicants 

of lower class or illiterates (1881, p. 83). 

One should not rule out the possibility 
that some of these dedications, espe 

cially the furniture, might have been 

commissioned by the temple authorities 

for their own use (a possibility dis 

cussed further below). 

33. The fundamental studies are, for 

the Athenian Acropolis, Harris 1995 
and Hamilton 2000, pp. 247-344; for 
the Athenian Asklepieion, Aleshire 

1989; for Brauron, Linders 1972; for 

D?los, Hamilton 2000. 
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location of the objects within the sanctuary can rarely be reconstructed 

with 
accuracy.34 

The case of the Delian temple inventories is particularly problematic. 
For the period of Delian independence they fall into two large groups: the 

inventories from 314 b.c. to the end of the 3rd century, and those from the 

end of the 3rd century to 166 b.c., when the Athenians seized the island.35 

Only six of the approximately 500 surviving inventories are complete, how 

ever, something that makes general conclusions very difficult to draw.36 

In spite of the fragmentary nature of the surviving inscriptions, the 

objects recorded in the Delian inventories are more varied and more numer 

ous than those found in the most closely comparable group of inventories, 
those from the Athenian Acropolis. One reason for this may be that, as 

Hamilton points out, "the Acropolis inventories involved only a portion of 

the Athenian dedications, those belonging to Athena or left with Athena 

for 
safe-keeping."37 

Close examination of the Delian inscriptions has revealed discrepancies 
such as missing items in successive inventories of the same treasures. These 

discrepancies have been discussed by a number of scholars, among them 

Tullia Linders, who concludes that "the list of offerings, which never gives 
more than a selection of the treasure (a selection that varies from inventory to 

inventory) is, as Jacques Tr?heux has pointed out, a symbol more than a record 

that the hieropoiot had fulfilled their duties."38 Hamilton, on the other hand, 

explains the omissions and discrepancies as "inadvertent incompleteness," 

perhaps resulting from the temporary physical relocation of part of the trea 

sure.39 Both explanations are possible and because of the fragmentary nature 

of the evidence neither argument is conclusive. In spite of all these problems, 

however, the types of furniture recorded in the Delian inventories and the 

occasional references to dedicants are pieces of information that remain 

valuable in themselves, regardless of the larger interpretative difficulties. 

The types of furniture stored in the sanctuaries of Athens, Delos, and 

Macedonia included chests and other containers, washbasins, thrones, 

bed-couches, stools, and tables. Based on the surviving epigraphical record, 
we can deduce that the most elaborate materials were used for thrones, 

bed-couches, and some types of containers. Exceptional objects in the Attic 

inventories include pillows (Artemis Brauronia and the Athenian Askle 

pieion) and curtains (hero shrine in the Athenian Agora).40 Exceptional 

objects mentioned only in the Delian inventories are a wooden model of 

a house (Apollo Treasure C) and an ivory model of a hut (Apollo Trea 

sure D), which are clearly dedications; boxes used specifically for books 

(Andrians Treasure D); and possibly curtain equipment (Hieropoion/ 
Andrians Treasure BB).41 

34. A few "directional" phrases 
are 

preserved in some of the inventories, 

among them numbered puuoi and 

expressions such as ?v ico xoi^co or 

?eCjioc? eioi?vxi d? tov ve tot) 'An?X 

taovo? (Tr?heux 1955-1956, pp. 140 

141,145-146; Moretti 1996; Pr?tre 

1999). 
35. Linders 1988, p. 38. For a 

detailed conspectus of the Delian 

inventories, see Hamilton 2000. 

36. Hamilton 2000, p. 1. 

37. Hamilton 2000, p. 348. 

38. Linders 1988, p. 41 (emphasis 
mine); Tr?heux 1959, pp. 266-271. 

39. Hamilton 2000, pp. 29-31. 

40. Artemis Brauronia: Linders 

1975, p. 75, n. 12; SEG XXXVII 34. 
Athenian Asklepieion: IG 1121533 

(= Aleshire 1989, inv. Ill), line 35. 

Hero shrine in the Athenian Agora: 
Rotroff 1978 (SEG XXVIII 53); 
Lewis 1979 (SEGXXD? 146). 

41. Building models: ID?los 399B, 
lines 37-38 (better preserved in 421, 
fine 59); 1429AII, line 26; discussed 
further below, p. 580 and n. 150. Boxes 

for books: ID?los 1400, line 7. Curtain 

equipment: ID?los 320B, line 67. 
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THE VOCABULARY OF FURNITURE AND 
FURNISHINGS 

Chests, Baskets, and Other Containers 

The vocabulary of containers in the epigraphical sources is particularly 

striking.42 The exceptionally rich vocabulary might suggest a rather spe 
cialized industry. One can deduce various shades of meaning in the case of 

some of these words, but no details concerning their shape or their covers. 

Materials and sizes are, however, often preserved. Few examples have been 

found in the archaeological record.43 

Kocvouv is a basket, used for ivories.44 

KuAi^vi? appears in the inventories as a container for rings, never used 

for other objects.45 Only once, in the Athenian Asklepieion, is it placed 
inside another case (an ?'?mpov).46 

Ka?aa(?)/KocAa(i?iov is probably a container that imitates a hut (or a 

model of a hut).47 

Korcrj is a case or tray.48 In the literary sources it is usually used for the 

transportation of food (including that sacrificed or dedicated to the gods). 
When referring to beds, however, the meaning is bedstead. The word koiti? 

is probably not the diminutive of Koiirj, as it is customarily translated, but 

rather a case or 
tray that resembles a Koirn.49 

?A,oc?ccoTo9r|Kr| is a case for alabaster ornaments, perhaps of a spe 
cial shape or material.50 'Eyyu0f|Kr| may possibly be a "stand for vessels 

and mixing bowls," as stated by Athenaios, who observes that those 

of the poor are made of wood and those of the rich of bronze or silver 

(Ath. 5.209f, 210c).51 In the epigraphical record it is attested only once, 

42. For a 
comprehensive discussion 

of the literary sources, see Brummer 

1988. The English translations of 
Greek terms used here are based on the 

l?xica (LSJ in particular); the work of 

Pritchett and Amyx 
on the Attic Stelai 

(Pritchett 1953,1956; Amyx 1958); 
Pr?tre 1997, for certain suffixes found 

in the Delian accounts in particular; 

and, finally, 
on the specific context of 

the inscription and the intended use of 

the object. In certain cases the use of 

one word in English 
to translate dif 

ferent words in Greek is unavoidable, 

since the meaning of some Greek terms 

is unknown and the vocabulary of con 

tainers in Greek is richer than that in 

English. One should also bear in mind 

that some Greek words might have 

been synonyms: the word oopo?, for 

example, is glossed 
as 9?|icn, uvfjua, 

X?pva?, ?uyaGXpov, Ki?coxoc, and %T)X?<; 

by Hesychios, Photios, and the Suda 

(Brummer 1988, p. 15). Even if there 
was a difference in meaning in the 5th 

and 4th centuries b.c., such nuances 

may have been lost by the time of the 

lexicographers. In any case, as Briimmer 

notes, "die einzelnen Ausdr?cke bleiben 

nicht auf Unterschiede in der Form 

oder der Funktion, sondern?mit 

Ausnahme von Larnax?auf eine 

zeitliche oder lokale begrenzte 

Verwendung zur?ckgehen oder auch 

auf bestimmte Literaturgattungen 
beschr?nkt" (Brummer 1988, p. 5). One 

can, however, detect slight differences 

in meaning in the suffixes used for 

certain groups of related nouns 
(e.g., 

Ki?coxoc, Ki?cbxiov, Ki?coxapiov, 

Ki?coxiOiov, discussed further below). 

43. For representations of contain 

ers in Greek art, see Richter 1966, 

pp. 72-78; Briimmer 1988. 
44. E.g., IG IP 1378, add. p. 797, 

line 13 (restored); 1399, Unes 5-6 

(restored); 1412, line 26; 1414, line 20; 
1453, Unes 6-7 (restored). 

45. E.g., IG IP 1445, une 45; 1448, 
lines 2, 8; 1485, lines 50-51; IG I3 349, 

line 57. According to Milne (1939), 
KoXijryiq was the Attic term for any 

small round box. In ID?los 298A, 
Unes 108 and 110, however, it appears 
to be a miniature kylix. 

46. IG IP 1533 [= Aleshire 1989, 
inv. Ill], line 35. 

47. IG I3 292, Une 13. 
48. E.g., IG IP 1380, Une 5; 1408, 

Unes 14-15; 1424a, Une 142. The lit 

erary and visual evidence is discussed 

in Brummer 1988, pp. 16-22. For the 

sale of a ko?ttj in the Attic Stelai, see 

Pritchett 1956, pp. 225-226. The sales 
tax was one obol and the restored sales 

price less than five drachmas. 

49. E.g., ID?los 1444Aa, Une 35; 

1450, Une 82. For the meaning of 

the suffix, see Pr?tre 1997, pp. 677 

678. 

50. E.g., IG IP 1408, add. p. 799, 

line 11; 1414, Unes 24-25 (restored). 
51. The testimony of Athenaios is 

dubious, since he simply presents us 

with a 
compilation of the earlier texts 
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made of iron and gilded with bronze.52 0t|KT| is a more general term for a 

case; among the Delian examples is one of triangular shape containing the 

books of the poet Alkaios.53 

"E?uxpov is probably a case for easily breakable or expensive objects, 
since the items stored inside it include an ivory writing stick, a wooden 

lyre, a ritual knife, and a ball with a chain.54 

ntaxioiov, in this context, is an oblong box without a lid, or a kind 

of tray with upright edges. In the inventories from Brauron, it frequently 
contains phialai or pieces of cloth.55 In the Delian accounts nXaiciov and 

kXxvQeiov are synonymous terms and often contain phialai. They might 
have been suspended from a wall or beneath a lintel.56 

Puzzling but extremely interesting are the words Ki?coxoc, Ki?coxiov, 

Ki?coxapiov, and Ki?coxioiov.57 A Ki?coxoc, once described as juey?Ari, is 

probably large: it should perhaps be translated as a "coffer," and is some 

times provided with a lid.58 At least one example is made of papyrus.59 
A Ki?coxoc on Kos held coins, a function similar to that of a Grjaaupoc.60 
A Ki?coxiov, which might contain anything from clothes and boots to 

crowns and gold items, is probably not always the diminutive of Ki?coxoc, 
since one example is specifically designated UMKp?v in a 5th-century in 

ventory of Aphaia at Aigina.61 That it could be smaller than a Ki?coxoc is 

clear, however, since it was sometimes placed inside one.62 A Ki?coxapiov 

(diminutive? of Ki?coxoc) is attested only once and contained unweighed 
bronze objects.63 

and l?xica available in his patron's 

library. Until better evidence becomes 

available, however, the definitions he 

offers for obscure terms cannot be 

ignored. 
52. ID?los 372B, Une 30 (D?los 

Hieropoion/Andrians Treasure C). 

53. ID?los 1400, Une 7. For ?rpcn in 
the Uterary sources, see Brummer 1988, 

pp. 15-16. For Alkaios, see Tr?heux 

1992, s.v. A?,Kocio? Aea?ioc. 

54. E.g., IG IP 1424a, lines 334 

335; 1460, Unes 19-20; 1485, Unes 
52-53. 

55. Linders 1972, p. 10. Such boxes 

are common in vase 
paintings where 

clothes are 
depicted folded or roUed 

into bundles. In the inventories of the 

Erechtheion a phiale is mentioned in 

a Tttaxioiov (Harris 1995, p. 213, 
no. VI.45). In the inventories of the 

Athenian Asklepieion nXaiaw are 

mentioned twice (IG 1121534A [= Ale 
shire 1989, inv. IV], Unes 98-99). 

56. For nXaiciov and rc?ivOe?ov in 

the Delian inventories, see HeUmann 

1992. In other contexts the terms 

denote ceiling coffers. 

57. For Ki?aycoc and Ki?cimov in 

the Attic Stelai, see Pritchett 1956, 
pp. 220-225. For further literary ref 

erences on Ki?coToc, see Brummer 

1988, pp. 5-8 (especiaUy p. 5, n. 5, 

for its synonyms). There is secure evi 

dence for containers (possibly Ki?cbtia 
or Ki?coxapia) in the archaeological 
record: see, e.g., Siebert 1973 (Delos); 

Themelis 1979, p. 263 (KaUipolis, 
Aitolia);Themelis 1994 (Tomb of 

Philimina, Elis); Eretria X, p. 84, 

fig. 134 (House IV). A particular type 
of coffer recorded in the Attic Stelai 

(ici?coTOc Oupi?coTO?) cost 21 drach 

mas, the highest price paid for any 

piece of furniture. The price 
was 

presumably due to its decoration 

and size. 

58. Ki?ciycoc (xey?Xrj: ID?los 1428II, 

lines 52-53 (ApoUo Treasure D). 
59. ID?los 442B, Une 214 (Artemi 

sion Treasure C). 

60. LSCG, no. 155, Une 13 (dis 
cussed further below). 

61. IG V1456, Unes 10-11; SEG 
XXVIII 372. For the variable meaning 
of the suffix -iov, especiaUy in the 

DeUan inventories, see Pr?tre 1997, 

pp. 673-677. According 
to Pr?tre this 

suffix may indicate the group to 

which a noun 
belongs, the group 

that it resembles, or the noun of which 

it is a diminutive. Other ambiguous 
cases are also noted. The nuances are 

subtle and in the case of the containers 

in the Delian inscriptions no one secure 

translation is possible. The correct 

interpretation of forms such as Ki?co 
xiov and Ki?coxapiov should account 

for all three of the possibilities 
men 

tioned above (a container used like a 

Ki?coxoc, a container that resembles 

a Ki?coxoc, or a miniature Ki?coxoc). 
The meaning must be deduced case 

by case, and the objects stored in the 

containers are the best guide to 

translation. 

62. ID?los 396B, line 73 (Artemi 
sion Treasure C). A Ki?coxiov that had 

lost its lid, or never had one, is listed 

in ID?los 1409BaII, Une 39 (Andrians 
Treasure D). 

63. ID?los 1417AI, lines 103-105: 

Ki?coxapiov Kaxaeyo?, ?rc?Oeua o?k 

e%ov, ?v co xa^Kcofxcxxia ?em aaxaxa. 

A Ki?coxioiov (also diminutive?) appears 
in/GXI2147B, lines 10-11. 
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The fact that these terms for various sizes and types of containers 

are used more or less at random is demonstrated by a Delian inventory in 

which a series of words is well preserved.64 We read of a box (Ki?coxiov) 
that contained reliefs and a ring, another box (Ki?coxiov) that contained 

necklaces, a case or tray that resembled a koitu. (koix?c) and contained a 

gold shield, and finally a coffer (Ki?coxoc) that contained silver items. It is 

not clear if Ki?coxiov, Koixi? and Ki?coxoc are indeed three distinct types 
of container, or if the scribe used three synonyms to denote containers of 

similar size, material, decoration, construction, or value. I tend to believe 

that the latter is the case, in part because of the existence of inscriptions in 

which two words are used for what appears to be the same object. A good 

example is provided by ID?los 1400, line 7, and ID?los 1409BaII, line 39, 
where the phrase Ki?coxov naXai?v in the first inscription is replaced by 

Ki?coxiov naXax?v in the second. Since both are records of the same treasure 

(Andrians Treasure D), and each entry occupies the same position within 

the sequence of listed items, there is no reason to doubt that both inscrip 
tions refer to the same object. In this case the suffix -lov perhaps represents 
not a diminutive but a container that resembles a Ki?coxoc. The two scribes 

evidently had different perceptions of the object they recorded. 

Acxpvccc; is attested in these inscriptions only in the Delian invento 

ries, where it is characterized as "old" (naXam) or of an "archaic" style 

(?p%a?KT|).65 The exact translation is dubious. 

XcbpocKo? is a container used for military gear, specifically for arrows 

or shields.66 

0O?1OC (diminutive? Oo?i?iov) is attested in these inscriptions only in 

the inventories of the Athenian Asklepieion.67 In Pollux (10.138.6) the 

word means a chest with a conical lid. 

?naocup?c is a strongbox, where the sanctuary's money was kept.68 

(The same function is assigned to a Ki?coxoc in an inscription from Kos.)69 
Excavated Gnoocupoi are heavy stone monuments, usually provided with 

locks. An example with the word Onoaup?c inscribed upon it was found 

in Athens, in its second use, during the demolition of a house.70 It is dated 

on epigraphical grounds to the early 4th century b.c., and was used for the 

collection of a money donation (anap^ri) connected, in this case, with a 

wedding (jcpoxe^eia youou). It is not a portable box (Ki?coxoc), but a heavy, 
stone monument that weighs 1,472 kg and locks with a key. We might 
therefore conclude that the difference between a Onoocup?c and a Ki?coxoc 
is chiefly one of size and weight. 

64. ID?los 1444Aa, lines 34-37 

(Artemision Treasure D). 

65. ID?los 1409BaII, line 38 (naXam); 
1410a, line 11 (?pxa?icri; on the mean 

ing of this term, see Pr?tre 1999, p. 395); 
1449d, line 11 (no adjective preserved). 

For the term Axxpvacj, see Briimmer 

1988, pp. 12-14, esp. nn. 71-73 on the 

synonyms Ki?coxoc and oop?c. In the 

archaeological literature taxpva? is used 

to denote a 
funerary 

urn with a lid: see, 

e.g., Adams 1983 for the famous taxp 

vaKE? found in the tumulus at Vergina. 

66. E.g., ID?los 104/28bB, Une 12; 
also attested in Aen. Tact. 30.2.3. 

67. /GIP 1533 (= Aleshire 1989, 
inv. Ill), Une 31; 1534B + 1535 (= 

Aleshire 1989, inv. V), Une 155. For 
the meaning of the word, see Aleshire 

1989, p. 332. 

68. E.g., ID?los 1417AII, line 142; 
1443AI, Unes 140,148. The usual Ger 

man translation is "Opferstock." For 

a 
comprehensive typological study of 

ancient Onoaupoi, see Kaminski 1991. 

69. LSCG, no. 155. 

70.Tsakos 1990-1991; Kazamiakis 
1990-1991. This complete, marble 

monument is similar to the money box 

of a modern Greek Orthodox church. 

Kazamiakis (p. 31) has estimated its 

capacity 
as 20,000 Athenian drachmas. 

I would like to thank S. Zoumbaki for 

bringing this study to my attention. 

Other excavated examples of Onoaupoi, 

of which only the upper or the lower 

part is preserved, 
are cited in Tsakos 

1990-1991, p. 28, with reference to 

Kaminski 1991. 
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The terms cpaoKCoXov and okuxo? refer to bags, which were also used as 

containers for smaller articles or musical instruments. A cpacjKcoXov contain 

ing a batch of small silver objects is recorded in the inventories of Artemis 

Brauronia.71 The word gk?xo? is attested only once in the surviving inventory 

inscriptions.72 A related term, ko?,?<Sv, denotes a sheath for knives.73 

Oaxvu. is a problematic word. Originally used for an animals manger, 
in this context it might denote a table, an oblong box with partitions, or 

a cupboard, if the restoration of the contents of a cpaxvu. in IG II21487 is 

correct.74 

Chairs and Footstools 

A?cppoi, 8icppia, and ?K^ao?ai (stools);75 %eA?ovai, imo?aGpa, acpeX?aKoi, and 

imoTc?oia (footstools);76 and Op?voi (thrones)77 are mentioned infrequently 
in the surviving inscriptions. Trco?aGpa vuvcpiKa are attested once and 

might refer to footstools used by brides.78 The small number of footstools 

in the archaeological record, from tombs in Macedonia and Eretria, limits 

any further discussion of their typology.79 Footstools are, however, often 

depicted on vase paintings and funerary stelai, accompanying thrones or 

beds.80 They might have been used for hygienic reasons, so that the feet of 

the seated persons would not touch the ground.81 

Bed-Couches and Tables 

K?ivri and k^iv?? (bed-couch)82 and xparce?a (table)83 occur more frequendy, 
no doubt because of their association with sacred meals. We also have ex 

ceptional references to beds with tables that are pulled out from under them 

(urcooTcaGxa xparc??ia), possibly to save space, and to an "unstretched bed" 

71. IG IP 1445, Une 22; 1453, 
lines 8-9. 

72. IG IP 1421, line 120. 
73. IG F 342, line 17. 
74. IG IP 1487, line 37: ?[v] xx\ 

[(p]?tTvri [(pi?taxi]; IG IP 1489, lines 3-4 
and 27 (both restored). For (pawn in 

the Attic Stelai, see Pritchett 1956, 
pp. 243-244. The price recorded in the 

Stelai is ten drachmas and one obol. 

75. E.g., IG I3 343, Une 14; IP 

1424a, Une 297 (?icppoi); ID?los 1408D, 
lines 11-12; 1417BII, Une 77 (?uppioc); 
IG II21379, line 4 (?KXaSiai). For 

?icppoi in the Attic Stelai, see Pritchett 

1956, pp. 215-217. The price listed in 
the Stelai is probably 1 drachma and 

2 obols. One stool has been excavated in 

Greece, at a tomb in Stavroupolis 
near 

Thessaloniki: Andrianou 2006, p. 231. 
76. E.g., 7GXI 2 159, lines 26, 60; 

199, line 67 (xeX&vai); ID?los 1412a, 
line 7 (xe^ vi?); IG II21485, line 54 

(t)7co?a0pa); IG II21533 (= Aleshire 

1989, inv. Ill), line 65 (c?pe^?GKoc); 

IG IP 1394, line 15 (wkwc?oiov). No 
footstools are recorded in the Attic 

Stelai, possibly 
on account of their poor 

state of preservation. 
77. E.g., IG IP 1412, line 3 (re 

stored); 1438, line 47; 1485, Une 43. For 

Op?voi in the Attic Stelai, see Pritchett 

1956, pp. 217-220. Neither price 
nor 

sales tax has been preserved for any of 

the thrones mentioned in the Stelai. 

For excavated funerary thrones in Ver 

gina and Eretria, see Andrianou 2006, 

pp. 231-232. There are no excavated 

Classical or Hellenistic examples of 

thrones from domestic settings in 

Greece, including palaces. This, of 

course, does not 
preclude the existence 

of thrones made of perishable materials. 

78. IG IP 1485, line 54. For the so 

called "bridal scenes" depicted 
on vase 

paintings, 
see Andrianou 2006, p. 222. 

79. Andrianou 2006, p. 242. 

80. Richter 1966, pp. 49-52. 
81.1 hope to discuss the archaeo 

logical and iconographical evidence for 

footstools in a future study. 
82. E.g., IG IP 1424a, lines 341 

(K?ivn) and 342 (k^iv??). KX?vai com 
bined the roles of the modern bed and 

sofa, thus the most accurate translation 

is "bed-couch." For k??vou in the Attic 

Stelai, see Pritchett 1956, pp. 227-229. 

The average price of a "Milesian" bed 

in the Stelai is eight drachmas, that of 

a 
simple bed-couch six drachmas. For 

excavated parts of beds (mainly fulcra) 
from domestic contexts, and for the 

rich coUection of surviving funerary 

beds, see Andrianou 2006, pp. 232-247. 

83. E.g., IG I3 343, line 15; SEG 
XXXVII 35, from Brauron. For xp?rce 

?oci in the Attic Stelai, see Pritchett 

1956, pp. 241-243. The prices for 
tables in the Stelai range from 4 to 
6 drachmas. A few tabletops and table 

legs have been found at 
Vergina, Ere 

tria, Delos, and PeUa (Andrianou 2006, 

p. 257). Two stone-built tables and a 

few benches are attested in funerary 
contexts (Andrianou 2006, p. 257). 
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(ccv?vxaxo? kAivu.), probably denoting a couch without cords.84 Couches 

with bed-cords (K?avai... xo?? x?vouc X?av ?vxaxo?), on the other hand, 
are mentioned at Eleusis.85 Sadly, no archaeological remains of bed-cords 

have survived. 

The large number of bed-couches attested in the Delian inventories 

(102 in the Amphictyonic Group A and 60 in Chalkotheke Treasure B) is 

interesting. The records may denote parts of beds (legs, headrests) rather 

than fully assembled pieces of furniture.86 If so, this may be an indication 

that wooden furniture was stored in pieces and put together only when 

needed for feasting. 
Some bed-couches in the Athenian treasure lists are characterized 

as "Chian" or "Milesian," but the meaning of the adjective is not clear: 

does it indicate the ethnicity of the dedicants, the "artistic school" of the 

craftsmen, or the place of origin of the furniture itself or its materials?87 

I am inclined to believe that the name denotes the region where a distinc 

tive design or style of decoration was first "invented," although this can 

not be proven, as Philippe Bruneau has discussed.88 In a similar fashion, 

Pliny calls gold embroidery "Attalid" because it was "invented" in Asia by 

King Attalos (HNS.196). "Delian" beds, on the other hand, are not ex 

plicitly mentioned in the epigraphical or literary record, contrary to the 

assumption of previous scholars.89 

Tablets 

nivaKE? (rcivaKia, 7iivaK?aK0i) are wooden tablets, often with drawn or 

painted decoration.90 Their significance and the meaning of the words 

used to describe them are disputed. They are discussed in detail below, 

pp. 579-581. 

Washbasins 

Furniture for washing and food preparation is also attested epigraphicalfy.91 
Various types of washbasins and troughs, items that are less likely to be 

dedications, are mentioned in the inventories: xepvi?eiov (hand basin), 

rcooavurcrip (foot basin), vucxrip, OKcxcpiov, o?ke?ov, ?m>xr|piov, Kap?orco? 

(basin or trough).92 A OKafcpiov] or aKa[(pr|] may also be mentioned in an in 

84. ID?los 1403BbII, Unes 29-30, 
33-34 (Kynthion Treasure D); 1416AI, 
Une 38 (Sarapieion Treasure D). 

85. IG IP 1541, Unes 22-26 (partly 
restored). 

86. ID?los 104, Unes 143-144; 199B, 
line 90. In each case the number of 

bed-couches is weU preserved. 
87. For references, see Andrianou 

2006, p. 233, n. 74. 

88. Bruneau 1976, pp. 27-36. 

89. For discussion, see Andrianou 

2006, p. 234. 

90. E.g., ID?los 1412a, Une 9; 

1416AI, Unes 38-39; 1442A, Une 69. 
For Tc?va^ in the DeUan inventories, see 

HeUmann 1992, s.v. ypoe(pf|, and the 

discussion below. For tuvoc? in the Attic 

Stelai, see Pritchett 1956, pp. 250-251. 

In the Stelai, an unknown number of 

yeypauuevoi tuvocke? was sold for 60 

drachmas, a smaU yeypauiiivo? for 

6 drachmas and 4 obols. 

91. For excavated washbasins from 

domestic complexes, 
see CahiU 2002, 

pp. 163-169 (Olynthos); D?los XVIII, 

pp. 78-80 (Delos); BUnkenberg 1898, 

p. 15 (Epidauros). For troughs, 
see 

CahiU 2002, p. 248; D?los XVIII, 

p. 81. 

92. E.g., IG IP 1445, Unes 24-25, 
30; ID?los 104-29, Une 32 (xepvi?eiov); 

104, Unes 135-136,140 (Tto?avurcfip); 
372B, Une 29 (viirrfjp); 104-29, Unes 

17, 33 (amcpiov); 104, Unes 128,138 
(o?,K??ov); 1442B, Une 20 (tayurnpiov, 

mp?omov); 1442B, Une 21 (Kap?orco?). 
For %epvi?eia in the archaeological and 

Uterary record, see Ginouv?s 1962, 

pp. 311-318; for Xot)xr|ptov and K(xp 

?otio? in the Attic Stelai, see 
Amyx 

1958, pp. 221-228,239-241. The price 
of the single tan)xf|piov Usted in the 
Stelai is not 

preserved; those recorded 

for the KapoojToi vary from 7 drachmas 

and 2 obols for a stone example 
to 

2 drachmas for one of clay. 
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scription found in Macedonian Beroia and dated between 240 and 225 b.c., 
which lists silver vessels bought with sacred funds and deposited in a temple, 

possibly that of Asklepios.93 The vessels were purchased with the money 
earned from the selling of animals, which had been given to the shrine as 

O?aiuxx (for sacrifice).94 

Rugs, Cushions, and Pillows 

An inventory from a hero shrine, dated after 328/7 b.c., has been found 

in the Athenian Agora.95 The inscription, which is relatively well pre 

served, records the following objects: kX?vv\ aucpiKEcpaMMn., Kvecpa?Aov,96 

rcep?axpcoucx,97 ?arci? Kapxfj,98 rcpoGKecp?Axxia 7toiK?A,a,99 cpoivuci?,100 and 

aiuoc?ul . . . ],101 as well as pottery dedicated by the Boule.102 The fact 

that furniture and furnishings such as beds, pillows, and even curtains 

are recorded among the contents of the shrine suggests that feasting of 

some kind probably took place as part of the hero s cult. Such furnishings, 

although rarely preserved in the archaeological record, are well attested in 

representations on red-figure pottery.103 Wall hangings would have served 

as partitions in rooms when needed, while cushions, covers, and pillows 
would have increased comfort. 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF FURNITURE 
DEDICATIONS 

In the period covered by the present study, from the 4th to the 1st cen 

tury b.c., there is no clear indication of the purpose of dedicated furniture. 

The dedicatory inscriptions preserved on some of the furniture found in 

sanctuaries are generally fragmentary and provide no information other 

than the name of the dedicant. For the majority of furniture listed in 

the temple inventories no names at all are recorded, a fact that might 

93. AUamani-Souri 1990; Gouna 

ropoulou and Hatzopoulos 1998, 

pp. 119-121, no. 16, Une 9 (restored); 
SEG XL 530. For the use of a amqnov 

in the context of a 
symposium, 

see 

Ath. 4.142d. 

94. For a discussion of the term 

0t>oiua, see AUamani-Souri 1990, 

pp. 210-211. If the animals mentioned 

in this inscription 
were 

figurines of 

precious metal rather than actual Uve 

stock, they could perhaps have been 

melted down to be recast into new 

offerings (cf. Rouse [1902] 1975, p. 67, 
n. 2, for a similar interpretation of an 

offering at Delos). For the recasting of 

smaU votive objects in general, 
see Ale 

shire 1989, p. 83; 1992, p. 98; Siewert 
1996. 

95. Agora inv. I 7475, found built 
into the foundations of a Late Roman 

building on the north side of the 

square: Rotroff 1978 (SEG XXVIII 53); 
Lewis 1979 (&EGXXLX 146). 

96. A cushion or mattress. For Kv? 

(paM-ov in the Attic Stelai, see Pritchett 

1956, pp. 247-248. 

97. A bedcover (in the plural, 
car 

pets and room 
hangings). The word is 

not mentioned in the Attic Stelai. 

98. Aam?: a rug for the floor or the 

bed. Rotroff (1978, p. 199) notes that 
the adjective Kapxri ("shorn smooth") 

appears in the inventories from Brau 

ron, where it is used of mantles; she 

translates the phrase ?am? Kapxri as 

a rug with little or no nap. For ?am? 
in the Attic Stelai, see Pritchett 1956, 

pp. 246-247. 

99. Pillows. For rcpooKe?p?Amov in 

the Attic Stelai, see Pritchett 1956, 
pp. 253-254. For pillows represented 
on stone funerary beds and the remains 

of a possible pillow in the Vergina 

tumulus, see Andrianou 2006, p. 249. 

100. As Rotroff (1978, p. 199) 

points out, the most 
Ukely meaning 

here is "red curtain or carpet," although 
she notes that the word can also denote 

a Lakedaimonian, Macedonian, or 

Persian military cloak, and so 
might 

suggest a connection with one of these 

areas. 

101. LSJ defines oiv?cov as a fine 

cloth, usuaUy of Unen. Rotroff (1978, 

p. 199) suggests a bedsheet or waU 

hanging (cf. modern Greek oevxovi). 

102. The inscription indicates that 
the Boule dedicated only the pottery, 
not the furniture. 

103. For representations of furnish 

ings 
on Greek vases, see Richter 1966, 

pp. 117-121. For evidence of furnish 

ings in the archaeological record, see 

Andrianou 2006, pp. 249-250. 
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suggest that not all were dedications in the first place. Bearing in mind 

the fragmentary state of most of the evidence and the provisional nature 

of any conclusions, I would like to examine three possible reasons for the 

presence of furniture in the sanctuaries: that it served as mobilier du culte, 

that it was used for safekeeping and storage, and that it was intended for 

display. 

Mobilier du culte 

It is rarely possible to determine who dedicated a piece of furniture, or why 
such a dedication was preferred to other kinds of offerings. If we leave aside 

containers (which constitute the vast majority of recorded dedications), 

only a handful of examples of clearly votive furniture are preserved in the 

epigraphical record: a table offered by Hieron, a bed-couch by Pyrrhos, 
and a few rcivccKe? dedicated chiefly by men, with the exception of one by 
a woman named Harpage.104 Little can be deduced from this evidence. 

For most of the furniture mentioned in the temple inventories no 

dedicant is listed, and in such cases it is reasonable to ask whether some 

or all of it represented mobilier du culte. Here the incompleteness of the 

inscriptions and the practice of recording minimal information make it 

difficult to draw conclusions. The Athenian treasure lists, for instance, 
do not record the dedicants of any tables, chairs, or bed-couches, in part 
because of the poor preservation of the stones, but also apparently as a 

matter of convention.105 

The role of the priests in obtaining cult paraphernalia might have been 

more significant than previously thought. The priests apparently paid at 

tention to what was needed in the sanctuary and had three options: (1) to 

commission it themselves; (2) to recast old offerings that were beyond repair 
into new cult furniture; or (3) to ask their pious dedicants for appropriate 
dedications. There is evidence for all three of these activities: 

1. The Delian inventories list two tables commissioned by the 

priests, presumably 
for the sanctuary's needs: one an oak 

table made kccxcc 7tp?[oxay|Lia] xo? Oeou ("by order of the 

god"), the other a silver table and a caduceus [a] ecp' rijicbv 

KccxeaK?Dcio0r| ("made by us [i.e., the priests]").106 
2. It seems to have been common in the Sanctuary of Artemis Brau 

ronia in Athens to melt down votive offerings of gold or silver 

when they were beyond repair, and then to recast them into 

104. ID?los 1428II, Unes 48-50 

(Apollo Treasure D); 1416AI, lines 
19-20 (Sarapieion Treasure D); 
1417AI, lines 76-77 (Thesmophorion 

Treasure D). 

105. Harris (1995, p. 223) points 
out how infrequently the name of the 

dedicant is recorded in the Acropolis 
inventories. 

106. ID?los 1428II, lines 48-50 

(Apollo Treasure D); 199B, Une 73 

(Poros Treasure B). The phrase Kax? 

Tcp?axayua xou 6eo?, which appears to 

represent the command of the god 

(possibly in return for his services), 

might indicate the need for a table 

in the sanctuary. The second example 
was 

clearly made by the priests them 

selves. 
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new cult furniture.107 A law of 335/4 b.c. illustrating this 

procedure is mentioned by Linders, who observes that "the 

items, which are to be melted down, are small objects and 

?oa jiT] ?ji 7iapa?ooei ?axiv ... 
evidently items which were 

kept apart by the temple staff and therefore not among 
those formally handed over at the annual paradosis."108 

3. In an inscription from Beroia in Macedonia dated to 

249/8 b.c., the priests of Herakles clearly ask for the dedi 

cation of skyphoi insteadtf/phialai at the sanctuary.109 

A sanctuary's furniture could be used for special celebrations or to serve 

everyday needs. In this respect the function of furniture in a sanctuary was 

similar to its function in a house: tables, bed-couches, bedcovers, wall hang 

ings, and furniture for bathing all filled the same needs in both domestic 

and sacred contexts. 

A series of passages in the Delian inventories yield information about 

one cult practice that required furniture, the so-called sacred meal. The 

texts concern two festivals, the Posideia and the Eileithyaia.110The relevant 

passages are found in eight inscriptions dated to the first decades of the 

2nd century b.c. and studied by Tullia Linders.111 They look like "shopping 
lists" for the feasts, which may have taken place outside the sanctuaries, 
since the space within the sacred area was limited. (Scholars have estimated 

that the number of participants in the Posideia might have been as great 
as 1,000.)112 

Similar evidence can be found among the "sacred laws" regulating the 

property of sanctuaries in various parts of the Greek world.113 A 2nd-century 
A.D. inscription from Epidauros, for instance, mentions the iep? aKeun and 

forbids anyone to use them privately or take them away.114 A 6th-century b.c. 

inscription from Argos forbids the use of the "sacred furniture" (xpnoxripia) 
outside the temple.115 A 2nd- or lst-century b.c. inscription from Cyrene 
is even more explicit in its prohibitions: un?? ec?[co aKeun. cp?peiv r\ ?o?ai] 

A,au?a[veiv], otherwise the transgressor will be accused of tepoouAia.116 
Tables from sanctuaries have received special treatment in the archaeo 

logical literature, since they have been found at a number of sites, and 

107. Linders 1972, p. 54. Aleshire 

notes that the priests of the Athenian 

Asklepieion had the right to recast 

smaU offerings into a 
"larger and more 

impressive dedication labeled with the 

priest's name, his priestly titles and the 

notation ?k tcov ttmcov" (1992, p. 98), 

and that "this privilege apparently did 

not require the approval of the boule or 

demos" (1989, p. 83). See also Siewert 

1996, for war 
offerings 

at 
Olympia that 

were recast into %\>u?Ta; and ID?los 

442B, lines 118-125, for x?uaxa in 

2nd-century Delos. I would like to 

thank S. Zoumbaki for bringing these 

examples to my attention. 

108. Linders 1972, p. 56, on IG IP 

333, line 27. During the 7tap?8oaic the 

outgoing hieropoioi, whose duty it was 

to deliver the offerings to the sanctuary, 

personally inspected and handed over 

the offerings 
to their successors in the 

presence of the Boule. For certain dis 

crepancies regarding this custom at 

Delos, see Linders 1988. 

109. Gounaropoulou and Hatzo 

poulos 1998, pp. 91-95, no. 3, lines 12 

13 (with earlier bibliography). The in 

scription is the second letter by Deme 

trios II, son of Antigonos Gonatas, to 

Harpalos, 
an 

epistates. The passage in 

question reads %peioev if|v too 0eot) 

?vaxiO?xcoaav ?vxl xcov <pia?,a>v Kepaxa 

Mai OK?Kpou? eppcoco. I would like 

to thank E. Kosmetatou for locating 
the publication of this inscription for 

me. 

110. Bruneau 1970, pp. 215-219, 

260-264. 

111. Linders 1991. 

112. Linders 1991, p. 73. 
113. Many of these are 

conveniendy 
collected by Sokolowski (LSS, LSCG). 

114. LSS, no. 24, lines 3-4: un?? 

i?iai xpTloOai (restored). 

115. LSS, no. 27, lines 6-8. 

116. LSS, no. 117, line 8. 
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some of them are inscribed.117 Most of the fragments come from Athens 

and Delos, a fact attributable to the large number of shrines excavated at 

those two sites. In certain sanctuaries tables were used for the placement 
of unburnt offerings for the god, a practice referred to in the inscriptions 
as KOaunai? xrj? xpa7i??r|?.118 To such offerings Gill has applied the term 

xparce?couocxa.119 

The use of dining tables and bed-couches at sacrifices is recorded in a 

number of sacred laws: a decree of the Attic Orgeones dating to 306/5 b.c., 

for example, states that "when the Orgeones sacrifice to the hero in 

Boedromion, Diognetos is to provide the house where the shrine is, and 

have it open and roofed; and (he is to provide) a kitchen and bed-couches 

and tables arranged in two xp?K?iva."120 Ferguson, in his detailed study of 

Attic Orgeones, interpreted the phrase e?c 8?o xpix?ivoc as "a definition 

of capacity."121 This inscription is important because it documents the 

transportation of cult furniture to the sanctuary when needed. Similarly, a 

sacred law from Kos, dated around 300 b.c., names Herakles as the guest 
of honor at a sacrifice and banquet, and orders axpcouvri and aycx^jLiaxa to 

be arranged at his statue.122 

Bedcovers, pillows, and hangings were probably also used during meals. 

In the surviving inventories such textiles are regularly listed without a 

dedicant, and as in the case of the furniture itself, might represent either 

the dedications of male or female weavers or purchases made by temple 
authorities in order to furnish the temple interiors. They are not restricted 

to female deities: in addition to Artemis Brauronia, they are recorded 

among the possessions of male gods such as Asklepios and the hero or 

the eponymous heroes of an anonymous shrine in the Athenian Agora.123 
In the latter case, the bedcovers might have been part of a state dedica 

tion. Another inscription from the Athenian Agora, dated to 191/0 b.c., 

preserves a decree passed in honor of a committee of three men appointed 

by the Boule to supervise the replacement (?vxiKocxcxGxao??) of bedding 

(oxpcbucxxa) in the Skias, and to inspect certain articles and make a list 

thereof.124 This is a clear indication of the practical use of oxpcojiaxcc, the 

bedclothes and coverings of dinner-couches. A sacred law preserved in a 

decree of the Orgeones of Piraeus, dated around 183/2 b.c., mentions the 

draping or covering of thrones ([a]x[pco]v?etv Opovou?).125 It is clear, then, 
that textiles were used in sanctuaries to cover bed-couches, thrones, and, in 

one case, a rc?vcxi; (a portrait of Arsinoe[?] in the Kynthion on Delos).126 

117. See Gill 1991 (with earlier bib 

liography). See also Petsas et al. 2000, 

pp. 76-78, for three table surfaces and 

four table supports, all inscribed, from 

the sanctuary at 
Leukopetra (Macedo 

nia), and Misailidou-Despotidou 1997, 

p. 41, no. 26, for a 
2nd-century 

b.c. 

offering table from Pydna, inscribed 

with "Hellas." 

118. E.g., IG IP 676, Unes 14-15; 
704, unes 14-15; 776, Une 12. 

119. Gill 1991, pp. 11-15,20-23. 
For the verb xparceC?co ("to place offer 

ings on a table"), Gill (p. 12) cites IG V 
1 1390, une 86; IG V 1 3447; IG XII 2 
72. From the 4th century b.c. onward 

these offerings 
were received by the 

priest. The burnt sacrifices remained on 

the altar. 

120. LSCG, no. 47, lines 28-30; IG 
IP 2499. 

121. Ferguson 1944, p. 80, n. 27. 

122. LSCG, no. 177, Unes 95-97. 

123. Brauron: Linders 1975, p. 75, 

n. 12; SEG XXXVII 34. Athenian 

Asklepieion: IG IP 1533 (= Aleshire 

1989, inv. Ill), line 35. For the hero 
shrine in the Athenian Agora, 

see 

above, p. 567 and n. 40. 

124. Thompson 1940, pp. 144-145. 
125. LSCG, no. 48A, lines 6-7. 

126. ID?los 403a, Une 8 (Kynthion 
Treasure D). 
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Furniture for bathing was also popular. An example appears in the 

inscription that records the reform of the mystery cult at Andania in Mes 

senia, dated to 92-91 b.c., which mentions a ucxKpa euKpaxov provided 
to those G?^ovxE? ?a^aveueiv ?v xco iepco.127 The basin for bathing was 

offered along with fire and water for a small fee of two bronze coins (?uo 

%?lXk(uv). Xepvi?eia, TcoSavuExfjpec, ?nvoi, and Axyoxipia are also frequendy 
mentioned.128 Such vessels were customarily used during cult activities and 

feasting.129 

An inscription of the late 5th century found in the Sanctuary of Ar 

temis at Brauron, so far discussed only briefly in print, is important for 

the present study because it covers almost all of the groups of furniture 

discussed above.130 The full text of the inscription has not been published, 
but the list of items mentioned includes the following: K?Ivai ui?eoiopy??, 

TipoGKecp?Ama Xiv? Kai ?pia, k?Xekuc,, %a?,K?a 8epuecvxr|pia, Ai?nxec, 

o?e?i?Koi, %uxpi?e? %aX,Ka?, and Kpe?ypai. It has been suggested by 
Petros Themelis that these are utensils for preparing, cooking, and serv 

ing food in a bestiatorion.131 The archaeological remains of furniture in 

the dining rooms associated with sanctuaries are limited to bed-couches 

and tables.132 

If we return, then, to the question of whether the furniture found 

in sanctuaries was actually used, the answer is certainly positive. This is 

obviously true for those objects commissioned by the priests themselves. 

What remains open is whether the furniture in the treasure lists of Athens 

and Delos?the "true" votives for which the name of a dedicant is still 

preserved or was originally recorded?were dedications intended merely 
for display or whether they were also meant to be used. For this there is 

no clear evidence one way or the other, but the fact that votive dedications 

and simple lists of objects are recorded together might suggest that every 

piece of equipment was, or at least could have been, used at times. 

Safekeeping and Storage 

Sanctuary furniture also included various boxes for the safekeeping of 

money and other valuables. The dedication of boxes or objects in boxes 

was especially common on Delos. 

127. LSCG, no. 65, Une 107. 

128. E.g., ID?los 104, Une 127; 
104-11B, line 28; 145B, Une 60; 161B, 
lines 126-127; 372B, Une 29. 

129. Ginouv?s 1962, p. 79. For a 

depiction of a A,oi)xr|piov at a sympo 

sium, see Avloniti 1999, p. 1252. 

130. Linders 1975, p. 75, n. 12; 
SEG XXXVII 34. 

131. ThemeUs 1986, p. 229. An 

inscription found at Chorsiai in Boiotia 
and dating to 386-380 b.c. mentions 

klinai, tables, and utensils similar to 

those in the inscription from Brauron 

(TomUnson 1980, pp. 221-224; SEG 
XXIV 361). It is associated with the 
hestiatorion of the Sanctuary of Hera. 

The vessels mentioned include Ai?exec, 

o?eAaoKoi, ?apxuxxi, aic?cpoi, neX?Ke?, 

rupoKvaaaxi?e?, and an otjia (?ui?), 
a 

portable urinal. The lampstands 

perhaps indicate dining at night, and 

the Tto?aviTtxfipe? suggest the ritual of 

washing the feet before reclining. In the 

Roman period 2Lpraetorium used as a 

hotel and restaurant is mentioned in an 

exceptional inscription found at Dion 

(Pantermalis 2002, pp. 377-381). The 

text, inscribed on the surface of a table 

in its second use, lists a 
variety of fur 

niture and furnishings: lecticubiculares, 

lecti tricliniares, culcitae, pulvini, subsellia, 

cathedrae, emitulia, and grabati. 
132. For the setting of the ritual 

meal in Greek sanctuaries, see Gold 

stein 1978; the arrangement of the fur 

niture and the furnishings is discussed 

on pp. 299-309. 
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Some boxes were 
clearly 

made to meet a 
sanctuary's needs: a 3rd 

century inscription from Kos, for example, refers to the construction of 

a "cash box" (?? Ki?coxov eu?aMuSvxco xcbv xpnuocxcov), as well as a second 

strong box (Onoaupo?) with four keys (K?a?Ka? x?oaapa?).133 Side B of 

the same inscription refers to the same (or another) "collection box" next 

to the altar (0r|rjaup[o'u xou i?puuivou rcp? xo? ?couou]).134 
Containers in the Athenian treasure lists often hold other objects. 

The question is whether such containers were themselves dedications 

(when empty) or parts of dedications (when they contained other ob 

jects), or whether they were provided by the sanctuary in order to keep 
other dedications safe and in order. Were boxes employed to store single, 

possibly fragile, offerings? Were larger containers used to store offerings 
from different dedicants? Did organization matter? Were the names of 

the dedicants painted or engraved on the containers? It is not possible to 

answer such questions definitively, but a few examples from the inventories 

can illustrate the problems involved. 

A rather complicated example appears among the recorded treasures 

of the Opisthodomos.135 A painted box was dedicated by Kleito, daughter 
of Aristokrates, wife of Kimon. Inside the box was a KU?,i%vi? (restored 
in the inscription), and inside the Ku?,i%vi? a gold ring with a sealstone, 
dedicated by Dexilla. In this case we have a reference to two boxes, a gold 

ring, and the names of two dedicants. More jewelry and pieces of clothing 

(?%8oi?oc) are mentioned thereafter in the inscription. It is not clear what 

belonged to Kleito s dedication and what belonged to that of Dexilla.136 

The placement of the two containers, one inside the other, might suggest 
that the temple authorities combined two gifts into one, either because 

of lack of space or because the dedicants were related and dedicated the 

objects at the same time. If the reason for the combination of gifts was lack 

of space, it might explain why the name of only one of the two dedicants 

was recorded on the box. 

Similar is the case of Thaumarete, wife of Timonides, who is recorded 

to have dedicated an ivory lyre and plectrum in a box.137 From the inscrip 
tion it is not clear whether she dedicated the box as well as the musical 

instrument stored inside it. 

Some boxes might indeed have been provided by the priests: a gold 
wreath (o~x?(pavo? xP^oou?) *s recorded in the Acropolis inventories from 

429/8 b.c. until 411/0 b.c. without any reference to a storage container, but 

from 409/8 to 407/6 the phrase "in a round box" (?[v Ki?coxi]cp axpfoyyu?xo]) 
is added to the listing.138 If the wreath itself is the same throughout, then it 

133. LSCG, no. 155, lines A 13, 
15. Cf. LSCG, no. 65, Unes 91-94, for 

similar provisions. 
134. LSCG, no. 155, Une B 4. The 

interpretation of this inscription has 

been debated. Herzog (1903, p. 190), 
the excavator of the sacred area of 

Asklepios, connected the Br\oavp6q 

with a sacred pit found in Temple B. 

Meaningful objections 
to this interpre 

tation have been raised by Kaminski 

(1991, pp. 133-146), who envisions the 

OnoaDpoc as a Schatzhaus or treasury 

building located south of Temple B. 
She beUeves that both sides of the in 

scription refer to the same Onaocupo?. 

135. IG IP 1388, Unes 81-82; 
Harris 1995, p. 51, no. 11.37. 

136. Hamilton (1996) notes a 

discrepancy in IG IP 1447 and 1451, 
where Kleito is associated with a dif 

ferent item (the ivory lyre and plectrum 

discussed below: Harris 1995, p. 57, 

no. 11.71). 

137. IG IP 1388, add. p. 798, 
Unes 79-80; Harris 1995, p. 57, 
no. 11.71. 

138. E.g., IG I3 297, Unes 22-23 

(without mention of the storage place); 
IG I3 314, Unes 8-9 (with mention of 
the storage place). Harris 1995, p. 77, 

no. 111.41. 
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seems likely that the box was provided much later by the sanctuary rather 

than by the original dedicant (unless the earlier inventories have simply 
omitted it). It is possible that the priests recognized the fragility of the 

dedication and took care for its proper storage. If this assumption is valid, 
the role of the keepers of the treasures was an important one, since they 

were not only recording the objects but actively caring for their preserva 

tion, keeping them properly in order and in good condition. 

For the same reasons, a table rather than a box might have been pro 
vided by the keepers of the shrine of Asklepios in Piraeus, the contents of 

which are recorded in an inscription of the early 4th century b.c.139 After a 

lacuna of 11 stoichoi, the inscription begins [e7c]i xfji xpcoc??ei x[a?e] and 

then lists a number of objects, including various sorts of drinking vessels 

(Kocp%f|oiov, k\)A,i?), a statuette (?SpiavxioKo?), a box (Ki?coxiov), a censer 

(Guutocxripiov), a small tripod (xputo?ioKo?), shields (?orci?e?), surgical 
instruments (KocpK?voc ?ocxpiK?c, ji?^aipa), crowns (axecpavai), rings 

(?ocKxUAaoi), a wine cooler (\|/i)Kxr|piov), and a brooch (rcepovrixrip). Some 

objects are described as chained (??-uaei Se?eu?vo?), presumably to the table 

itself: a ciKva (a fruit or a cupping-glass?), two axXeyyideq (scrapers), and 

two ?ocKXUAioi (rings). The objects were probably gifts from a number of 

different dedicants. Some were chained because of their value, or perhaps 
because of their shape, so as to keep them safely on the table. Although 
the inscription does not give any information about the table itself, the 

possibility remains that it was commissioned by the sanctuary rather than 

dedicated by a pious yet unnamed worshipper. 

Display 

Certain pieces of furniture mentioned in the treasure lists were clearly 
not intended for use, but only for display. An example are the tc?vocke?, or 

painted tablets, that constitute an exceptional category of furnishings in 

the Delian inventories. 

The terms used for rcivocKe? were studied in a very preliminary form 

by Ren? Vallois, and more recently by Marie-Christine Hellmann.140 The 

tablets are characterized as ccvccoeuxxxiKoi, (e)?KOviKo?, or simply ypoccp?c? 

?%ovxcc?. One is specifically recorded as having a %?ipOYpoccpioc.141 Vallois 

interpreted tc?vocke? ?cva0euocxiKo? as paintings of religious inspiration 
and 7t?vccK?c e?koviko? as portraits; Hellmann retains the same translation 

for 7t?vocK?c e?KoviKo? and interprets avocGejiiaxiKoi simply as "ex voto." 

There is no doubt that the eikoviko? had some kind of picture on them, 

perhaps even of a relatively large size (an indication of megalographia}). 
The avaOepaxiKoi are more difficult to reconstruct with certainty, but since 

some were taken back to Rome by Aemilius Paullus and displayed dur 

ing his triumph (Diod. Sic. 31.8.11), they must have been of some value. 

When both types are recorded in the inventories, the e?KoviKo? are always 
mentioned first, followed by the ccvcx?euocxiKoi. Apart from the Egyptian 
sanctuaries, ?cvocGeucxxiKo? are particularly numerous in the Gymnasium 
and the Heraion. The Kynthion had only eikoviko?. 

Both types of rcivocKe? were detachable, and most of them must 

have been small in scale. In the inventories some are characterized by the 

adjective x?A,eio?, which may signify a larger scale or, more likely, a better 

139./G IP 47. 
140. Vallois 1913; Hellmann 1992, 

s.v. ypa?pri, esp. p. 93. 

141. ID?los 1403BbII, Unes 31-32, 
dedicated byTeleson, 

son of Autokies. 
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state of preservation.142 Some examples are described as xeGupcoji?voi (with 

shutters), others as ?G?pcoxoi (without shutters), and one of the portraits(?) 
of Arsinoe was covered by a curtain (rcapaTuexaoiia), possibly for protec 
tion.143 Still others are characterized as eu?Xrixoi, a word of uncertain 

meaning in this context.144 The rcivaKe? ypacp?? e^ovxac might have been 

inscribed with a dedication, rather than bearing drawings or paintings (the 

equivalent of yeypajupivoi in the Attic Stelai).145 
Of all the Delian sanctuaries, the Aphrodision contained the largest 

number of dedicated 7uivaK??.146This might indicate that pictures, perhaps 

depicting the goddess herself, were a common offering to Aphrodite. It is 

worth noting, however, that there is no indication of the subjects depicted 
on the figured 7iivaKe?, with the possible exception of a niva^ of a priestess 

(rc?vaKa e?kovikov iepeia?) in the Aphrodision.147 

IlivaKEc are mentioned in the Athenian inventories as well, but 

there is no evidence to indicate whether they were figured or not.148 The 

adjectives applied to 7tivaK?? in the Attic Stelai are yeypajiuivoc, ouiKpo? 

yeypajipivo?, and tioik?Xo?.149 reypanplvoi rcivaKe? were probably writing 

tablets; nom?Xoi rcivaKe? might have been painted (the equivalent of the 

Delian eiKoviKoi). 
The 7TivaK8? are by far the largest class of votive object clearly in 

tended for display, but two other exceptional objects listed in the Delian 

inventories evidently had a similar purpose: a model of a house in Apollo 
Treasure C and a model of a hut in Apollo Treasure D.150 There is a 

striking lack of such models in the archaeological record of Classical and 

Hellenistic Greece, with one exception: a marble building model from 

Neapolis (modern Kavala), found during the excavation of the Sanctuary 
of Parthenos and dated to the 5th century b.c.151 It has been interpreted 
as a votive sanctuary model. The "floor" of the model is missing (prob 

ably broken), and it was assumed by Welter to have been used as a money 
box.152 However, money boxes in the form of houses or sanctuaries are so 

far unknown from other Greek sites, and such a hypothesis is inconsistent 

with the weight and size of the Oncraupoi known from other excavations 

142. Vallois (1913, p. 296) translates 
the term as 

"larger"; Hamilton (2000, 

pp. 220-221, Kynthion Treasure D, 

object 
no. 12, n. 129) as 

"complete" 
or "full-sized"; and Hellmann as of 

"grander nature" (1992, p. 93, s.v. 

ypacprt). 

143. For x?0Dpcou?voi and aO?pcoxoi, 

see the discussion in Hellman 1992, 

pp. 91-93, s.v. ypacpri (with references). 

7capa7t?xaa|i,a: ID?los 403a, line 8. 

144. The term denotes "embossed" 

tablets, according 
to Hamilton (2000, 

p. 210, Artemision on Island Treasure D, 

object 
no. 94); pictures placed in a 

frame and set into the wall, according 
to Hellmann (1992, p. 124, s.v. eu 

?^rjua); or mosaics, according 
to 

Orlandos (Orlandos andTravlos 1986, 
s.v. 8(x?Xr|ua). HeUmann's interpreta 
tion seems the most Ukely. 

145. Hamilton (2000, p. 84, Athe 

nian Treasure D, object 
no. 40) trans 

lates "with picture." For tuvocke? in 

the Attic Stelai, see Pritchett 1956, 

pp. 250-253; for yeypaiLiuevoi in par 

ticular, pp. 251-252. 

146. ID?los 1412a, Unes 31,33; 
1414aII, Unes 11-12; 1442B, Une 32; 
1443BII,Unel01. 

147. ID?los 1443BII, Une 101. 
148. IG IP 1421, Une 73: x v 

mv(XK(ov [7teprcuT|uaT(x]; IG IP 1474, 

Une 14: [7c?v]a? apyupoi^c] ?[(p cb] eni 

y?yp [curca] i iepo? A&nv?? n[o?a]a?o?; 
IG IP 1438, Unes 40-41:7civa[Ke?]. 

149. IG I3 427, lines 59-62; cf. 
Pritchett 1953, p. 282, for the restora 

tion of stele VII. For the word tcoik?Xo?, 
see Wace 1948; it may mean "deco 

rated," "patterned," "of varied colors," or 

"simply painted." 
150. ID?los 399B, Unes 37-38 (bet 

ter 
preserved in 421, line 59, with silver 

figurines inside); 1429AII, lines 26-27 

(dedicated by Hanno of Carthage). 
151. Bakalakis 1937, p. 28, no. 16, 

fig. 38; Schattner 2001, pp. 201-202. 
Dimensions: L. 0.49, W. 0.25-0.27, 

H. 0.24 m. I would like to thank 

Richard Hamilton for bringing Schatt 
ner s 

study to my attention. 

152. Bakalakis 1937, p. 28, n. 1. 
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(cf. above, p. 570). The house model in Apollo Treasure C on Delos was, 
in any case, not used as a money box, since according to the inscription it 

housed two silver animals. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It may be useful to think of an ancient Greek sanctuary as an echo of a 

"luxuriously" furnished contemporary home, in the same way that a modern, 

lavishly decorated church may allude to modern domestic interiors. From 

the body of evidence presented in this study, it appears that two types of 

furniture were commonly present in sanctuaries: those associated with stor 

age (boxes, cupboards, shelves), and those associated with comfort (tables, 

chairs, beds). These are also the most decorated types of furniture found in 

funerary contexts, although relatively few examples have been preserved.153 
Whether this was the case in domestic contexts as well, we are unable to 

tell at present, since the archaeological evidence from carefully excavated 

houses is so limited that we can draw few conclusions about the quantity 
and quality of furniture used in everyday life. The fact that in ancient loans 

and mortgages the house-gear was not transacted separately may indicate 

its small overall value. 

It remains difficult given the current state of research to match the 

ancient terms for the various types of furniture (especially containers) with 

the depictions on pottery, for two main reasons: vase paintings themselves 

are not a safe indicator, since they cannot be treated as snapshots of daily 

life; and the vocabulary of furniture types is not yet fully understood. As 

a result we are left with a limited body of reliable evidence from archaeo 

logical, literary, and epigraphical sources with which to answer some of 

the many questions raised by modern researchers. In this study, and in its 

companion piece on the material recovered from excavations, I have col 

lected and discussed some ofthat evidence. Future archaeological work in 

the field of furniture and furnishings will no doubt lead us to reexamine 

our arguments and conclusions and bring us new insights into everyday 
life in ancient Greece. 

153. See Andrianou 2006 for a dis 

cussion of the furniture found in tombs. 
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